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SUBJ/NAVY RESERVE NOMENCLATURE CHANGES//
REF/A/DOC/DOD/16DEC20//
REF/B/DOC/CNO/11JAN21//
REF/C/DOC/OPNAV/14JUN21//
REF/D/MSG/COMNAVRESFOR/241030ZNOV20//
REF/E/DOC/COMNAVRESFOR/09SEP21//
NARR/REF A IS THE TRI-SERVICE MARITIME STRATEGY DATED 16DEC20.
REF B IS THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS NAVIGATION PLAN DATED
11JAN21. REF C IS OPNAV INSTRUCTION 5401.11 DATED 14JUN21, COMMAND
RESERVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM. REF D IS ALNAVRESFOR 025/20 DATED
24NOV20, NAVY RESERVE FIGHTING INSTRUCTIONS 2020. REF E IS
COMNAVRESFOR MEMO DATED 09SEP21, IMPLEMENTATION OF NAVY RESERVE
NOMENCLATURE CHANGES.//
POC/MOLINARI/CAPT/COMNAVRESFORCOM/COS/EMAIL:
JOHN.J.MOLINARI.MIL(AT)US.NAVY.MIL/TEL:(757)322-5609//
RMKS/1. The Navy Reserve executes two co-equal missions, providing
the Navy with both strategic depth and operational support. Since
2001, the Navy Reserves prioritization of operational support has
come at the expense of strategic depth. Moving forward, the Navy
Reserve will reorient to build strategic depth in alignment with
refs (a and b), which direct a returned focus on maritime missions.
While operational support remains valuable, support provided will
contribute directly to Sailors mobilization-to-billet readiness per
ref (d), enhancing the Navy's strategic depth. Existing nomenclature emphasizing operational support will be revised to fit the emerging strategic environment.

2. Ref (e) outlines the implementation of new Navy Reserve nomenclature to better reflect Reserve Force priorities of warfighting readiness and the mass activation of Sailors in support of Fleet requirements. Approved changes are listed below in the following format: [OLD NAME]/[NEW NAME]

A. The following changes are already implemented per ref (c):
   (1). Operational Support Officer (OSO)/Reserve Program Director (RPD)
   (2). Navy Reserve Augment Unit (NRAU)/Navy Reserve Readiness Unit (NRRU)

B. The following changes are effective immediately
   (1). Commissioned Unit/Operational Unit
   (2). Operational Support Plan (OSPLAN)/Readiness Generation Plan
   (3). Operational Support Unit (OSU)/Readiness Support Unit (RSU)
      a. OSU Officer-in-charge (OIC) will transition to NOSC Department Head
   (4). Full Time Support (FTS)/Training and Administration of the Reserve (TAR)
      a. While TAR will become the service specific term for the Navy Reserve, FTS remains a joint term per DODI 1205.18, and will remain an accurate overarching term.

C. The following changes are effective pending Secretary of the Navy approval, estimate 01 Jan 2022. Until approved, legacy terms should continue to be used in all official correspondence.
   (1). Reserve Component Command (RCC)/Readiness and Mobilization Command (RMC)
   (2). Navy Operational Support Center (NOSC)/Navy Reserve Center (NRC)

3. Commands are direct to incorporate the new nomenclature in paragraphs 2.A and 2.B into instructions and official documents during the next scheduled revisions. Specific guidance regarding implementation of the new nomenclature in paragraph 2.C, including funding, will be provided via separate correspondence once approved.

4. Released by RADM J. A. Schommer, Deputy Commander, Navy Reserve Force. //
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